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Lucky Thompson Discography
COMPILED BY BOB WEIR

This discography contains full details of 276 sessions, including many previously undocumented 
films, radio and TV broadcasts and private tapes. It covers everything from Lucky Thompson’s 
debut with Lionel Hampton in 1943 up to a last concert in April 1974.

The work is thoroughly indexed with alphabetical lists of Records and Videos (in all formats), 
Recording Units/Band Names, Musicians, Song Titles and Composers. There is also a biography 
and bibliography and a list of Apocrypha, sessions wrongly claimed in some discographies and 
album notes to include Lucky Thompson. 

Available as a wirobound book with ix+248, size 14.5×21 cm pages. Price: € 30.00, plus tax, post-
age and handling. ISBN/EAN 978-90-77260-14-2.

This discography is also available on CD-ROM. The files on this disk are in Adobe Acrobat .pdf for-
mat. The price of the CD-ROM is also € 30.00 but including tax, postage and handling. ISBN/EAN 
978-90-77260-15-9.
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Looking for Frankie
A Bio-Discography of the Jazz Trumpeter

Frankie Newton
by John Postgate and Bob Weir

This is the second edition of the collaboration between Bob Weir and the late John Postgate, origi-
nally self-published in 2003. The biography was developed by John Postgate from his two articles 
in the July and August 2002 issues of Jazz Journal International and is unaltered from the first 
edition.

The discography is a comprehensive correction and updating of the first edition. It documents 
every Frankie Newton recording discovered to date, in all formats, including studio sessions, ra-
dio broadcasts, tapes of club and concert appearances and private recordings.

Frankie Newton plays on every title in the discography. 

The discography is thoroughly indexed with alphabetical lists of Records, Musicians and Song 
Titles. Three photos of Frankie are included.

Wirobound with vi+94, size 14.5×21 cm. ISBN/EAN 978-90-77260-25-8.

Price: € 17.50, plus tax, postage and handling
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